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(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of November 27, 1965) 
1.1 The present paper deals with some metrical theorems in the theory 
of uniform distribution mod 1 and with relations between the discrete 
and the continuous aspect as well. Our starting point, at the same time our 
principal result, is a continuous analogue of a theorem of DAVENPORT, 
ERDos and LEVEQUE [1]. The proof of theorem 2.1, however, is given in 
an independent way. By means of a simple argument (lemma 2.1) we prove 
the discrete counterpart anew (th. 2.2). Theorem 3.1 (section 3) allows 
us tO determine, on the basis of theorem 2.1, new classes of functions 
whose values mod 1 are uniformly distributed. This theorem is also followed 
by a .discrete analogue. Theorem 4 is a result which is also proved by 
means of theorem 2.1. In its discrete form this theorem was proved by 
KoKSMA [2]. In section 5 we prove (in a clumsy way unfortunately) that 
the function u( 2 + sin log u- cos log u) ( u > 0) satisfies the conditions of 
theorem 3.1, and so we illustrate the applicability of this theorem. 
1.2. Definitions. Weyl's criterions. 
Let {xk} (k= 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence of real numbers. Let [IX, {J) be an 
interval included in the unit interval [0, 1] and let ()(u; IX, {J) its charac-
teristic function, that is, () = 1 if u E [IX, {J), otherwise () = 0. Let (xk) denote 
the value of Xk reduced modulo 1. 
Definition I. The sequence {xk} (k= 1, 2, ... ) is called uniformly 
distributed mod 1 iff or every interval [IX, {J) C [0, 1] 
n 
lim 1/n L ()((xk); IX,{J)={J-cc 
n---+oo k=l 
Let f(t) be a real valued measurable function defined for t ~ 0. Let (f(t)) 
denote the value of f(t) reduced modulo l. 
Definition II. The function f(t) (t~O) is called continuously uniformly 
distributed mod 1 if for every interval [IX, fJ) C [0, 1] 
T 
lim 1/ T f () ((/ ( t)) ; IX, fJ) dt = fJ - IX. 
T·~OO 0 
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The following theorems due to WEYL [3] are well-known. 
Criterion I. The sequence {xk} (k= 1, 2, ... ) is u.d. mod 1 if and 
only if 
.. 
lim 1/n !e2"ih"'k=0 for h=1, 2, .... 
n-+oo k=1 
Criterion II. The function f(t) (t~O) is c.u.d. ni.od 1 if and only if 
T 
lim 1fT J e2"iht<tl dt=O for h= 1, 2, .... 
T-+oo o 
2. Our main theorem is 
Theorem 2.1. Let f(x, u) be a measurable real function of the real 
variables x and u with x E [a, b] (a< b) and u~O. Set for h= 1, 2, ... and 
t>O 
(2.1) 
t 
Pn(x, t) =1ft J e2mhf<"'·"'l du. 
0 
If for every h we have 
T b 
(2.2) lim J 1/t(J I Pn(x, t)l 2 dx) dt< oo, 
T-+oo 1 a 
then for almost all x E [a, b] the function f(x, u) (of u) is c.u.d. mod 1. 
Proof. According to Fubini's theorem we may change the order of 
integration on the left hand side of (2.2) and so (2.2) becomes 
b T 
(2.3) lim J (J 1ft I Pn(x, t)l 2 dt) dx< oo. 
T---+oo a 1 
From (2.3) follows 
T 
(2.4) lim J 1ft I Pn(x, t) l2 dt< oo 
T-+oo 1 
for almost all x E [a, b], for, if not, then the left member of (2.3), due to 
FATou's lemma ([4], p. 126. Extension), would be oo, contrary to (2.3). 
Hence (2.4) is true for x E [a, b ]\.0,., where the set .Q,. of x has measure zero. 
This implies as we shall prove that for these values of x 
(2.5) lim p,.(x, t) = 0. 
t-+00 
Suppose that for some xo E [a, b]\.On (2.5) would not be true. Then 
there exists a number c > 0 and an increasing sequence -r1, T2, ••• --+ oo 
such that 
(2.6) IPn(xo, Tk)l >c (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
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Now, if t1>t>O, then 
t, 
IPn(xo, h)-pn(Xo, t)l ~ 1(1/ti)- (1/t)l·l J e2"ihf<Xo.u> du I+ 
0 
t, 2(t -t) 
+1/tl J e2"ihf<.,,.u>dul ~ lt . 
t 
Hence, if in addition I~-r~c~t~(I+!c) -r~c, 
(2.7) 
From (2.6} and (2. 7) we derive 
IPn(Xo,t) I~ IIPn(Xo,Tk)I-IPn(xo,t)-pn(Xo,-r~c)ll= 
= IPn(xo, -r~c)I-IPn(Xo, t)-Pn(xo, •~c}l, 
where the sign of equality is valid since the first term on the right is > c 
and the second term on the right is ~ !c. Hence if I ~ 'ik ~ t ~ (I + !c )•~c 
we have 
(2.8} IPn(xo, t)l >!c. 
It follows from the argument leading to the sequence Tt, T2, ••• that it is 
possible to find a sequence with the property 
'i7c+I>(I+!c)-r~c (k=I, 2, ... ), T1~l. 
Now we have according to (2.8} 
00 T1 00 Tk+l 
J Iftlpn(xo, t)l 2 dt= J + I J ~ 
1 k-1 Tk 
00 (1+lcJTk 00 1 
~I J Iftlpn(Xo,t)l 2 dt >I (I ! ) !c-r~c·(}c)2 ==, 
k-1 Tk k-1 + C 'ilc 
contrary to (2.4} combined with Xo E [a, b ]\.Qh. Hence, if 
00 
x E [a, b]\U .Qh, 
h=l 
in other words for almost all x E [a, b] we have (2.5). 
Remark 2.1. The above proof shows that the square of IPn(x, t)l can 
be replaced by any positive power of lp11(x, t)l. However, in applications 
the square is more manoeuvrable (see the proof of lemma 3.I). Moreover, 
if (2.2) (supposed that the exponent 2 has been replaced by some IX>O) 
is valid for IX= IXo, then the relation holds for any IX> IXo. 
Remark 2.2. If (with the notations given above) 
(2.9) ! IPn(x,t) l2 dx=0Clog!)l+•) (e>O), 
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then for almost all x E [a, b] the function f(x, u) is c.u.d. mod I. (Theorem 
of P. J. HoLEWIJN, {5], Th. 23 (the proof there needs an additional line)). 
The proof follows easily from theorem 2.1, since (2.9) implies (2.2). 
Utilizing theorem 2.1 we shall now prove 
Theorem 2.2 (theoremofDAVENPORT, ERDos and LEVEQUE, see [1],p. 311). 
Let for every positive integer n be given a realvalued measurable function 
Sn(x) where x E [a, b](a<b). It is assumed that 
oo b N 
(2.10) z 1/N J 11/N z e2"iks,.c"'> 12 dx < oo 
N=l a n=l 
for h= 1, 2, ... Then for almost all x E [a, b] the sequence Sn(x) (n= 1, 2,.; .) 
is u.d. mod 1. 
First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let sn(x) be defined as in theorem 2.2. Now set f(x, u)= 
=SruJ+l(x)(x E [a, b], u~O, [u] being the greatest integer ;£;u). Let Pn(x, t) 
be defined by (2.1). Then for t~ 1 we have 
[t] 
(2.11) II Pn(X, t) 12 -11/[t] z e2"ik'kc"'> 121 ;£;4ft. 
k-1 
In particular, f(x, u) is c.u.d. mod 1 if and only if sn(x) is u.d. mod 1. 
Proof. We suppose t~ I. Then 
t 
Pn(X, t) =1ft J e2"'wcx.ul du 
0 
[tl t- [t] 
=1ft ! e2nihsk("') + -- e2nihB[tJ+l(:r) 
k=l t 
[t] 
=1/[t] Z e2"ihskc"'> +qn(X, t). 
k=l 
Using elementary inequalities we see that 
(2.12) lqn(x, t) I;£; 2ft, 
and by factorizing (2.11) and using again elementary inequalities and 
(2.12) we prove (2.11). 
Proof of theorem 2.2. Let f(x, u) be defined a!'! in the previous lemma. 
Now from (2.11) follows that (we suppose Po> 1) (2.2) is equivalent to 
T b Ill 
lim J 1/t ( J 1 1/ [t] z e2"ihBkC"'> 12 dx) dt < oo, 
T-->-00 T0 a k=l 
which in turn is equivalent to (2.10) as can easily be seen. Hence, by 
theorem 2.1, f(x, u) is c.u.d. mod 1 for almost all x E [a, b] and, by lemma 
2.1, theorem 2.2 is true. 
20 Series A 
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3. Now we prove 
Theorem 3.1. Let f(x, u) be a realvalued measurable function defined for 
x E [a, b] (-oo<a<b<oo), u~O. Assume that f(x, u) is continuously 
differentiable with respect to x and that the continuity of f(x, u) in x is 
uniform in every finite interval [0, u1]. Set 
(3.1) W(x, u, v) = f(x, u)- f(x, v). 
Suppose furthermore that there exist continuous functions H ( u) and K ( u) 
defined for u > 0 with 
(3.2) H(u)~O, K(u)>O, H(u)=O(ucc), (K(u))~l=O(u"') (O~.x, s1 < 1). 
Finally assume that, if u and v are fixed and are tied by O<v~u-H(u), 
Wx'(x, u, v) is a monotonic function of x, and that 
(3.3) IWx'(x, u, v)l ~(u-v)•K(u) 
with e1 <s~ 1. 
Then for almost all x E [a, b] the function f(x, u) is c.u.d. mod l. 
We shall have the proof of this theorem preceded by a lemma which is a 
continuous analogue of a theorem of J. F. KoKSMA ([2], par. 3, p. 254, 
Hilfssatz 1) and the proof of which has only some minor points in common 
with that of Koksma's Hilfssatz. 
We assume all the conditions of theorem 3.1 to be fulfilled. The deriva-
tive Wx'(x, u, v)"vanishes if u=v, that is on one of the diagonals of the 
square [0, t] x [0, t] in the (u, v) plane, Now this square can be divided 
into three measurable parts G1, G2, G3 such that G2 and G3 are each other's 
image in the above diagonal, G2 is part of the region O<v~u-H(u), 
so that Wx'(x, u, v) is monotonic in G2 (and also in G3 since 
Wx'(x, u, v)= -W:t'(x, v, u)). 
Because of (3.3) W'x(x, u, v) does not vanish in G2 and G3. Let G1 be the 
remaining part of the square. Finally let Pn(x, t) be the expression defined 
by (2.1). Now taking into account the above notations and conditions we 
formulate 
Lemma 3.1. 
b b-a J I Pn(x, t) 12 dx ~ t2 measure G1 + 
a 
+ 1f~2 £!max {!Wx'(:,u,v)l' jW/(b~u,v)l} dudv. 
Proof. We set shortening 
b 
J(u, v) = J e2"ih(l)('"·"·"> dx. 
a 
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Then 
b b t t J IPn(x, t)l2 dx = J (1Jt2 J J eZnUof.tc~.u>-tc~.v)} dudv) dx = 
G G 0 0 
t t 
= 1ft2 J J J(u, v) dudv = 1Jt2 (Jf + Jf + Jf) J(u, v) dudv. 
00 ~ ~ ~ 
Obviously IJ(u, v)l ~b-a, hence 
(3.4) I Jf J(u, v) dudv I ~(b-a) ·measure Gt. 
G, 
Furthermore 
(Jf + Jf) J(u, v) dudv= Jf (J(u, v)+J(v, u)) dudv= 
G, G1 b G, 
= 2 JS (J cos 2nh<P(x, u, v) dx) dudv. 
G, G 
In G2 the derivative <f>z1(x, u, v) is not equal to zero. 
Hence in this region <P(x, u, v) is (as function of x) strictly monotone. 
We make the substitution y=2nh<P(x, u, v) and we set IX=2nh<P(a, u, v), 
{3 = 2nh<P(b, u, v). In this way we find 
b 1 p cos y dy (3.5) J cos 2nh<P(x,u,v)dx= 2 h J j<P 1( . 1 . 11 n .. z x,u,v) 
According to our assumptions on the denominator of the integrand 
on the right of (3.5) we may apply the Bonnet form of the second mean 
value theorem. Hence the absolute value of the left member of (3.5) does 
not exceed 
1 ( 1 1 ) 
nh ·max l<f>z1(a,u,v)l' l<f>z1(b,u,v)j · 
The last conclusion together with (3.4) proves the lemma. 
Proof of theorem 3.1. For the sake of convenience (without loss of 
generality) we assume that H(u) is an increasing function and ;;;;; 1. Now let 
G2={(u, v): O<u, v~t; v~u-H(u)}, Ga its image in the diagonal u=v 
and let G1 be the remaining part of the square [0, t] x [0, t]. 
Then 
(3.6) 
Furthermore 
measure G~ < tV2. H(t). W2 = tH(t) =ow+'"). 
{ 1 1 ·} Jfmax 1 , 1 dudv 
o, l<f>z (a,u,v)l l<f>z (b,u,v)J 
~ ![ K(u~~v-v)• (according to (3.3)) 
t du u-l dv ~ f K(u) [ (u- v)• 
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According to lemma 3.1 we have 
b J IP~t(x,t)!2dx=O(t"- 1 )+0(t•·- 1 log t), if e=1, 
a 
It is clear that the inequality (2.2) is satisfied. Now application of 
theorem 2.1 completes the proof of theorem 3.1. 
A discrete analogue of the preceding result is 
Theorem 3.2 Let f(x, n) for each positive integer n be a realvalued 
continuously differentiable function of x(x E [a, b] (a<b)). Let H(n) and 
K(n) be sequences (n= 1, 2, ... ) with the properties 
(3. 7) H(n) ~ 0, K(n) > 0, H(n) = O(n"), (K(n))-1 = O(n'•)(O :£ex, e1 < 1). 
We set 
if>(x, n, m) = f(x, n)- f(x, m). 
It is assumed that for fixed nand m bounded by 1 :£m:£n-H(n) the derivative 
if>x'(x, n, m) is a monotonic function of x(x E [a, b]) and satisfies 
. (3.8) /if>x'(x, n, m)/ ~ (n-m)'K(n)(e1 <e:£ 1) . 
Then for almost all fixed x E [a, b] the sequence f( x, n) is u.d. mod 1. 
Proof. We set for XE[a,b] and u>O:f*(x,u)=f(x,[u]+1), for 
n=1,2, ... :H*(n)=H(n)+1 and K*(n)=K(n). Suitable continuous 
functions H*(u) and K*(u) can be found by assuming they are linear 
between the values taken at consecutive integral values of the parameter u. 
For 0<u<1 we may assume H*(u)=H(1) and K*(u)=K(l). Now 
theorem 3.1 can be applied to f*(x, u), H*(u) and K*(u). Hence f*(x, u) 
is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x E [a, b] and according to lemma 2.1 we 
have proved theorem 3.2 .. 
4. Finally we prove 
Theorem 4. Let f(x, u) be a realvalued measurable function defined for 
x E (a, b], u>O. Assume that f(x, u) is continuously differentiable with 
respect to x and that the continuity is uniform in every finite interval (0, u!]. 
Set 
if>(x, u, v) = f(x, u)- f(x, v). 
Assume that numbers p > 0 and K > 0 exist with the property that, if 
u-v~p, 
(4.1) if>x'(x, u, v) is monotonic in x, and if>x'(x, u, v)~K. 
Then for almost all fixed x E [a, b] the function f(x, u) is c.u.d. mod 1. 
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Proof. Let t>p(V2+ 1). We divide the square [0, t] x [0, t] into three 
regions G1, G2 and Ga. Let G2 be the set of points (u, v) with p~v~u-p; 
0 < u, v ~ t, G3 its image in the diagonal u = v and G1 the remaining part 
of the square. Obviously 
(4.2) measure G1 = O(t). 
If (u, v) E G2, then 
(4.3) [ u-v] (/Jx'(x, u, v) ;;;; p K, 
since the interval (v, u) can be subdivided into [(u-v)fp] subintervals 
of length ;;;;p. 
Hence, by ( 4.3), 
M max C(/Jx'(:,u,v)f' l@x'(b~u,v)f} dudv 
dudv t u-p dv 
~ Sf 1;K [( ) ] = 1tK J du J [( )] = O(t log t). 
a, u-v fp 11 11 u-vfp 
Then, by lemma 3.1, (4.2) and the above relation, we have 
b S IPh(x, t) 12 dx= O(t-1 log t), 
a 
and by theorem 2.1 we have finished the proof. 
Remark. The discrete counterpart of theorem 4 is weaker than [2], 
Satz 3. There the second condition of (4.1) is l@x'l ;;;;K. 
5. Applications and remarks. 
We shall show (see 5.8) that the function 
F(u) =u(2 +sin log u-cos log u) (u> 0) 
has the property that there are constants s > 0, C > 0 such that 1 ~ v < u-
-sui implies 
(5.1) F(u)- F(v) >C(u- v)u-t. 
Obviously F(u) is increasing, since F'(u)=2(1+sin log u);;;;O. Moreover 
F(u);;;;1 for u;;;;l. 
5.1. The function xF(u) is c.u.d. mod 1 for almost all x. 
Proof. Set f(x, u) =xF(u). Then, if 1 ~v<u-eui we have 
fx'(x, u)-fx'(x, v)=F(u)-F(v)>C(u-v)u-!, 
according to (5.1). Now apply theorem 3.1. 
5.2. The function xF<ul is c.u.d. mod 1 for almost all x> 1. 
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Proof. Set f(x, u) =xF<u>. Then for u>v~ 1 we have f,;'(x, u)- f:/(x, v)= 
= F(u)xF<u>-1- F(v)xF<v>-1 ~ F(u)- F(v) (since F(u) is increasing and 
x> 1), so that theorem 3.1 can be applied. 
5.3. The sequence {xF(n)} is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x. This follows 
from theorem 3.2. 
5.4. The sequence {xF<n>} is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x> 1. Use 
theorem 3.2 and the inequality F(u)xF<u>-1- F(v)xF<v>-1 ~ F(u)- F(v) 
(u>v~ 1). 
5.5. Let G(u) be a realvalued continuous function defined for u>O. 
Suppose that there exist positive numbers p and q with the property that 
u-v~p implies G(u)-G(v)~q. 
Then xG(u) is c.u.d. mod 1 for almost all x. 
Proof. Set f(x, u)=xG(u) and apply theorem 4. 
5.6. See 5.5. The function xG<w> is c.u.d. mod 1 for almost all X> 1. 
For the proof use theorem 4. 
5.7. Consider the function x(u+t¥ sin u) (IX ¥= 0). 
It is easily shown that this function for almost all xis u.d. mod 1, by 
theorem 3.1 or by theorem 4. Itis known [6] that this function is c.u.d. 
mod 1 if and only if :nx is irrational (!). Another interesting example is 
the sequence {xn !}. This sequence satisfies the conditions of theorem 3.2. 
It is, however, well-known that lim (en!- [en!])= 0. 
ft-+00 
5.8. For !5>0 and small enough (say, 0<!5<e) we have 
(5.8.1) 
(5.8.2) 
(5.8.3) 
1 + sin (f:n ± !5)>!!52 
log (I+ !5) > }15 
log (1 :- !5) > _,. M. 
We,set for k=O, 1, 2, .... 
Uk = e12t+13/2))n 
IXk = Uk -leu;/• 
,Bk=uk+ }eu;!• 
/'k = uk -leu~·. 
It is easily seen that for k= 1, 2, ... 
Uk-1 <{h-1 <txk</'k<Uk<Pk· 
Let F(u) be the function defined at the beginning of section 5. Then the 
derivative F'(u)=2(1+ sin log u) vanishes at the points Uk• Now 
log Pk-1=2(k-1)+j-) :n+ log (1+}eUk'"i1) 
~(2(k-1)+j-):n+!euk"l1 (by (5.8.2)); 
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(5.8.4) 
In a similar way 
Hence 
(5.8.5) 
log <X~c=(2k+J-)n+ log (1-tsukl) 
~ (2k+J-)n-suk! (by (5.8.3)); 
l+ sin log <XJc~l+ sin (J-n-suk!)>is2ui;i. 
Furthermore we have, by (5.8.4), (5.8.5) and the nature of F'(u), 
(5.8.6) 
The argument leading to ( 5.8.5) gives, when applied to Yk = Uk- isuf, 
(5.8.7) 
Let uE[<X~c,y~c]. Then, first, we have F'(u)~F'(y~c), and, second, 
F(u)-F(<X~c)=(U-IX~c)F'(~) (~between IXk and u)~(U-IX~c)F'(y~c). 
Let u E [y~c, fh]. Then 
F(u)- F(1Xk) = F(u)- F(y~c) + F(y~c)- F(1X~c) ~ F(y~c)- F(1X~c) 
(since F(u) is increasing) ~(y~c-1Xk)F'(),k) ~ i(u-<X~c)F'(y~c). Hence, 
using ( 5.8. 7), 
(5.8.8) 
Assume l ~ v < u- sui. Then it is clear that u and v cannot belong to 
the same interval [1X~c, th], according to the definitions of IXIc and {J~c. 
Now assume that uE[IX~c,{J~c] and VE[!Xz,{Jz] with l<k. Then 
k-1 
F(u)-F(v)=F(u)-F(IX~c)+ L {F(IX;+t)-F({J,)}+ 
~l 
k-1 L {F({J;)-F(IX;)}+F(fh)-F(v) ~ 
~l+l . 
k-1 k-1 
·ldu-1X~c)s2uk 213 + L (<X;+t-{J;)F'(~;)+ L ;l2 ({J;-1X;)s2ui- 213 +F({Jz)-F(v), 
i~l i~l+l 
where we applied successively (5.8.8), the mean value theorem, and 
again (5.8.8). As to the difference F({Jz)- F(v), we remark that this can 
be treated in a way similar to that concerning the difference 
The role of yz then is taken by t'lz=uz+isut. Hence there is a constant 
C > 0 such that 
(5.8.9) F(u)- F(v) ~C(u- v)uki. 
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If Uk~u~f3k, then Uk in (5.8.9) can be replaced by u. In the case IXk~u~uk 
the same can be done if in addition we diminish 0. 
In other situations concerning the location of u and v it is also possible 
to derive the same relation, that is (5.1), under the condition 1 ~v<u-euf. 
Dellt, Technological University. 
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